WINGEDWOLF COMMISSION INFO 2006

Infomation
Wingedwolf is a 19 year old animation student situated in Wales, United Kingdom. He has been drawing since he can remember and has always found 'anthros' to be the main subject of his art, although he does like to draw anime-style art when possible too. Now he specializes in Furry/Anthropomorphic art and is availible for commissioning.

As Wingedwolf is trying to pay for a students university life, all commissions will be accepted, although he does have a few things he will not draw (email for queries). Although his talents lie in drawing canids, he has a love for all animals, including fantasy and prehistoric species, and is willing to draw any animal you can suggest. 

INFOMATION REGARDING COMMISSIONS

Advance Warning - I am a very busy person, dealing with work, university and lots of personal problems. I am not an art machine, and I cannot give you an exact date for your commission to be completed by. I have completed some commissions in mere days, while others have taken months. Please have patience in waiting for me, and I promise i will do my best to complete your commission the way you want it. 

~ I will keep you updated on your commission progress as much as I can ~
~ Payment is due after the full details have been discussed ~ 
~ My prices are negociable and are open to disscussion ~ 
~ If the commission is not to standard, I will be happy to rework it, or give you your full money back~ 
~ If I am forced to postpone your commission, or it takes longer than 2 months, you will recieve a laminated conbadge ~ 
~ If I am forced to cancel your commission I will give you a full refund ~

**PRICING**
GUIDELINES FOR COMMISSIONING ME
Things I will draw - All species of animals, hybrids, fantasy creatures, wings, complex furpatterns, humans (limited), festishes (bondage, playrape, homosexual, gore etc) etc etc

Things I will not draw - pedophillia, scat, water sports, machinery, buildings, complex backgrounds etc etc
I am most skilled in canines, dragons and birds although I am willing to draw ANY animal you can think of.

BACKGROUNDS - I will usually leave a blank background, or use a wash (colour of your choice) due to the fact I suck at them. However, minor detail backgrounds are negociable. As my skill increases I will do more detailed stuff. See my VCL gallery for examples.
EMAILING ME
For most things you will need to ask me in your email. I will probably say yes to many things, but the only thing I ask is that you provide -

~ References of your fursonna, by you or otherwise ~
~ Any references of your species that 'apply' to you ~
~ Detailed description of what you want your commission to look like ~ 
~ any inspiring music (mp3 format only plz) that you may add ~ 
~ Any additional infomation I might need, like certain fetishes I haven't heard of before ~

Commissions are done in Tradional media OR Digital media, depending on your preference. For yiffy images the additional infomation should be added -
~Type of penis, what colour, canine or human etc etc, giving the appropriate references~
~Body type of your character, any body piercings etc~

**DIGITAL**

One character - $20 £10
Two or more characters - $25+ £15+
Adult One character (pinup pose) - $25 £15+
Adult two or more characters (interacting) - $30+ £20+

Digital commissions will be either be done with a minimal background (colour/patterns) or left clean, depending on commissioners request. I do not offer prints right now, but I will mail you the orginal sketch, as well as email you high quality versions of your picture. Digital images are usually edited in photoshop and then coloured in either Photoshop 7 or OpenCanvas 1.1, depending on any of the commissioners prefrences. 

**TRADITIONAL MEDIA**

FULL COLOUR 

One character - $30 £10
Two or more characters - $35+  £15 +
Adult One character (pinup pose) - $35  £15
Adult two or more characters (interacting) - $40 + £25+
Added border and background wash - +$5 + £3.50

I DO NOT do detailed backgrounds.

Detailed feathered wings/complex fur patterns etc - +$5 +£3.50

INKED SKETCH

One character - $10 £5
Two or more characters - $15 + £10+
One character (pinup pose) - $15 £10
Two or more characters (interacting) - $20 + £15+

PENCIL SKETCH 

One character - $5 £3
Two or more characters - $10+ £5+
One character (pinup pose) - $10 £5
Two or more characters (interacting) - $15+ £7+

CONBADGES 

One badge - $10 £5 (rectangular-shaped) 
One badge $10 £5(cut-out)
Double badge - $20 £10
(You on one side, a mate or a friend on the other. You have the choice of having it as one long badge, or having it with a 'zigzag' down the middle so that the two badges fit together as one.)
Adult conbadge - $20 £10
(A normal 'cheesy' conbadge on one side, flip it over and the underside is a yiffy image of you) 

PAYMENT AND SHIPPING

For all traditional artwork I will either accept 100% full payment up front, or 40% after the sketch, 60% after the completed picture. (Sketches require 100% up front payment as does digital artwork)

I accept - UK - Cheques, cash (at your own risk), paypal 
USA - Money orders, cash (at your own risk), paypal

My paypal address to which all payments are to be sent to is animexweb@hotmail.com Please mark your payment with some indication of who you are so I know whos paying me and whos not as this is my partners address. Thankyou.

Shipping costs are added throuigh the following guidelines - 

Flatrate shipping cost for USA and worldwide - $3.00
Packages - $5.00
Flatrate shipping cost for the United Kingdom - £1.00
Packages - £2.00


